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Arsrnac:r
The general arrangement of atoms in berthierite had been suggested in an earlier publication by solving the Patterson function P(ry), with the aid of the minimum function
Ms(ry) In this paper a report is given of the refinement of the structure. The intensities
were measured by the M.r r. modification of the Dawton method, and the resulting F2's
were placed on an absolute basis by wilson's method. The structure was refined by the
use of successive difference Fourier syntheses. The final structure has a small residual factor and neatly reproduces the Patterson projection.
rn the structure of berthierite each Sb atom is evidently bonded to 3 s atoms at distances of about 2.5 A. These Sbs3 groups share S atoms to form two non-equivalent sbS:
chains parallel to the c axis. The Fe atoms are surrounded by 6 S atoms in approximately
octahedral arrangement at distances of about 2.5 A. This is about the expected distance
for ionic Fe-S bonds. The structure can therefore probably be regarded as Fe++(SbSr), .

INrnolucrroN
Material. The berthierite from Kisb6nya, Carpathians, has been described in detail by Zsivny and Zombory (I%\. These investigators
were kind enough to make a generoussample of this material available
for this crystal-structure investigation. The analysis of the Kisb6nya
berthierite indicates that it has almost exactly the ideal composition
FeSbsSr.
LInit cell and spacegroup. The unit cell and space group of berthierite
have been reported in an earlier communication (Buerger, 1936). The
cell has the following dimensions:
a : 17.44A
b : 14.12
c : 3.76
This cell contains 4FeSbzSa.
The spacegroup is pnam.
Intensity d,etermination.The structure determination reported here
was based upon hkU and h\l reflections as recorded on precessionphotographs. The intensities were determined by using the M.I.T. modification of the Dawton (1938) method. The intensities were corrected for
Lorcntz and polarization factors, but no allowance was made for absorption.
rn the courseof the structure determination it becameevident that the
F values determined in this manner were accurate and quite satisfactory
except that there is a critical Iower intensity below which one cannot distinguish a non-zero intensity from zero intensity. The lack of knowledge
of the F's having amplitudes between zero and the lowest observable
amplitude was keenly felt as the refinement progressed.
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* New scale.
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Frc. 1. Patterson projection of berthierite, p(ry).Dots
and accompanying numbers show
weighted vector set for the final structure.

Frc. 2. The minimum function, ,41e.Dots show the positionsof the atoms as
derived from the minimum function.
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Frc. 3. The electrondensitymap,p(ry) of berthierite.
AppnoxtlrarE LocATroNSol AroMS
Rough intensity considerations had already shown that all atoms of
berthierite were confined to the (001) reflection planes, that is, to equia Pattersonprojecpoint 4c, for which z: Xi. With the aid of the F2nr"o's,
tion P(ry) was prepared,Fig. 1. In another place (Buerger, 1951)it was
shown that this projection could be solved for the 11 coordinates of the
atoms by applying the minimum function (Buerger, 1950)' The approximate electron density found by this method is shown in Fig. 2. The
several dense areas,in order of decreasingdensity, are evidently the two
antimony atoms, the one iron atom, and the four sulfur atoms. The close
relation of this minimum function map to the true structure can be appreciated by comparing it with Fig. 3, the electron density projection
p(ry), as determined after refinement.
There is an interesting peculiarity about an approximate structure
determined by image-seeking methods: one must make a decision regarding the location of at least the first image point. The location of the
one atom corresponding to this image point is fixed by this choice and
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does not change in the course of applying the image-seekingfunction to
find the other atoms of the structure. There is usually a small error involved in selectingan image point. For example, an error ariseswhen the
Pattersonpeak chosenfor the image point is not a singlepeak, but rather
the coalescenceof several peaks not in exactly the same location. At this
stage of the analysis one cannot usually determine to what extent the
peak is composite. This image-point error remains as a slight error in the
location of the correspondingatom. The error can only be removed by a
subsequentrefinement process.
PnrrturNeny REITNEMENT
The structure of berthierite as found by image-seekingmethods was
believed to be essentially correct with regard to the general location of
the atoms, since there was a rough agreement between computed and
observed intensities. Nevertheless this agreement was not good. Refinement of this structure was evidently necessary. It was carried out in
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Frc. 4. Determination

of absolute scale and temperature factor for Fr,*o
by Wilson's method.

eleven stages.The migration of coordinates during the refinement is outlined in Table 1.
For the purpose of refining the structure, the observed hk\ intensities
were placed on an absolute basis using Wilson's (1942) method, Fig. 4.
This analysis not only places the intensities on an absolute basis but also
yields the temperature coefficient B. The value of this turned out to be
1.07 A2 for berthierite. The value of B and the absolute scale of intensi-
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ties were slightly improved when the structure was considerably refined.
The original structure as determined with the aid of the minimum
function was termed tri.ol 1. This was examined to ascertain what obvious shifts in atom locations would improve agreement between calcuIated and observed intensities. This predicted an improved set of atom
locations which was called triol Z. This procedure was repeated, resulting
in an improved set of atom locations called trial 3.
Funrnrn RnnnqnMBNr
Resid,ualJaclor. This marked the end of elementary methods of refining the structure. From this stage onward, the status of the refinement
was followed by computing the observed and computed amplitude residual factor (Robertson and Woodward, 1936)
-
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The magnitude of this factor varies somewhat depending upon how one
treats the smallestF, and the smallestdifferences,A:Fo-F". In Table
2 we have computed four types of R, labelled (o), (b), (r), and (d). These
are defined in Table 2,
Ref,nementbyPattersonmaps.The first non-elementary refinement procedure made use of comparing the weighted vector set of trial 3 with the
observed Patterson map. These showed reasonably good agreement, but
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Frc. 5. Final refinementof absolutescaleof Fr,mof berthierite.
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detailed comparison indicated that the agreement could be improved by
some small shifts in the Iocations of someatoms. This improved structure
was termed trial, 5. Another set of atom locations. called trial 4. difiers
from trial 5 only in that the sulfur atoms had been moved to idealized
covalent octahedral locations about iron. Table 1 shows that the residual
factor for the ideal sulfur arrangement was so much woise that the
possibility of an idealized FeSogroup was evidently excluded.
From this point on the structure was refined chiefly by difierence
syntheses (Cochran, 1951), using as Fourier coefficients (Fouu"","a
-F"o*p.t"a)a1s.This synthesis is known to minimize R.
First d.iferencesynthesis. The set of amplitudes F", computed from
trial 5 (resulting from the refinement-by-Patterson procedure) was used
to compute a difierence synthesis, Fig. 6. The atom locations proved to
be on gradients on this map, so the locations were shifted up-gradient to
produce a new set of locations, namely triol 6. The changefrom trial 5 to
trial 6 reduced the residual factor from 17.l7o to 14.7/6.
Electron density projection,p(ry) . At this point it was believed that the
structure was in a sufficient state of refinement to warrant preparing an
electron density projection, p(*1). This shown in Fig.3. The peak locations of p(ry) are taken as trial 7. Although the coordinates of trial 6
and trial 7 are difierent, they do not correspond to any changesin phase
of Fnto.Thus Fig.3 may be taken as the final electron density map. The
weighted vector set of trial 7 is shown superposedon the corresponding
Patterson map in Fig. 1. The agreement between them is quite good, so
that the structure may be said to neatly explain the Patterson synthesis.
In spite of the fact that Fig.3 is the final p(ry), the locations of its
peaks do not provide the best values of the coordinates. This is obvious
on studying Table 1. Trial 7 has a larger R value than trial 6. Furthermore, starting with trial 7, whose coordinates are derived Lrom p(ry), it
is possible to obtain other sets of coordinates by refinement which have
smaller R values, and without changing the phases of any F6o's. That
a set of F7,60'sproduces a map, p(ry), whose peaks deviate slightly from
the exact atom locations is due to using a finite set of F17,6's
in the synthesis. This is the series-termination efiect. This effect is substantially absent in difierential syntheses. The residual termination effect does not
change the general course of the lines of the difference map, and consequently the gradient is insensitive to slight errors in the F's. On the other
hand a peak maxiinum in p{wz) is, in general, shifted by the termination effect. The study given here presents detailed evidence that difierence synthesesare superior to electron-density synthesesfor refinement.
I{eu scalefactor. Up to this point the scale factor derived by Wilson's
method had been used. Since no further sign changeswere in prospect,
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Frc. 7

Frc. 6

Frc.9

Fro. 8

Frc. 10
Frcs. 6, 7, 8,9, 10. Difierence maps, po-pc,for successive trial structures' The positions of
atoms used for the p" part of the particular difference map are shown by dots.

the structure was regarded as sufficiently well-settled to permit computing a new refined scalefactor, by plotting tog In,l /lF"l against sin20.
This is shown in Fig. 5. The change in the scale factor in going from
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Wilson's method to this method proved to be from 75.5 to 71.0,while B
changedfrom 1.07A2 to 0.98 A2.The use of the new scalefactor reduced
the R factor from 15.8/6 to 14.2/6.
Further ref'nement by d.iference synthesis. Tt'ral 7 was further refined
by a seriesof differencesynthesesshown in Figs. 7,8,9, and 10. In these
figures the atom locations used for the difference synthesesare shown as
black dots. The criterion for correct atom position is that the original
atom locations are found to lie on positions of zero gradient on the difference map. In each trial, therefore, the dots were moved up-gradient
in the hope that the subsequent synthesis would show them to lie on
zero gradient.
In order to find the parameter range within which the Sb's must lie,
these were moved by .005 from trial 7 to trial 8. This move proved to be
too much, as indicated by the sharp reversal of gradient which accompanied the shift. Subsequent trials have Sb parameters between the
values used for trial 7 and trial 8.
The Fe and three of the S atoms assumed positions of substantially
zero gradient by tri.al 9. In trial 10 the other atoms are also in zerogradient position but the Fe atom again appearsto lie on a slight gradient.
This is probably due to contributions from other atoms and therefore
signifies that refinement of the Fe position has been achieved within the
accuracy of our d.ata. Trial, ,1-lwas devised to give the Fe and 2 S's a
slight shift to improve their positions on gradients. This last set of shifts
produced a set of parameters having higher R values. Trial 10 was
accordingly accepted as the f.nal set of parameters since the atoms
are all on substantially zero gradient even though its -R value is slightly
greater than that of trial 9.
After computing this set of difference syntheses, it became evident
that a shift oI parameters of .001 or .002 changesthe configuration of the
map strongly and in such a way as to reverse the gradient, at least for
the heavier atoms when they are in the neighborhood of the correct locations. From this it is deduced that the accuracy of the final atomic
coordinates given for berthierite is about .002, which is equivalent to
about .02 A. tt is of interest to note that when the atoms are in the neighborhood of their final correct positions the major features of the difierence
map coincide with the background of the electron density map. The
features of the differencemap must, therefore, be regarded as due chiefly
to errors in the determination of the Fo's.
Snr,BcrroN on z PlnalrprBns
The ry coordinates of all atoms in the structure are now known with
accuracy. Since the atoms are confined to the reflection planes, their co-
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TAurc 3. R Fecrons ron Fr,or
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(See Table 2 for explanation of conditions a, b, c, and d)

only combination which was
ordinates can be either f or -+.The
acceptablewas found by making a limited number of intensity computations for Fnot.L complete set of Fr,or'swas computed based upon this
combination. These were independently placed on an absolute basis by
comparing observed and computed intensities. The resulting temperature factor, B, for the Z0l reflections proved to be 0.99, compared with
0.98 found previously for the hk| reflections.The resulting R values are
shown in Table 3. The electron-density projection p(ccz)is shown in Fig.
11. In this projection some of the atoms are unresolved due to overlapping.
Tnr Frxar, Srnucrunp
The electron density projections for the entire cell are shown in proper
relation in Fig. 12. The final parameters are given in Table 4. A comparison of observed and computed F values is filed with the American
Documentary Institute.*
Dtscusstorq oF THE Srnuctuno
The distances between neighboring atoms in berthierite are listed in
Table 5. These distances are shown in a diagrammatic representation of
the structure in Fig. 13.
It is convenient to discuss the structure of berthierite in two stages.
In the first stage account is taken only of the nearest neighbors' Table 5
and Fig. 13 show that each of the two kinds of Sb atoms has three

Frc. 11. The electron density map p(xz) ol berthierite.
* A copy may be secured by writing to the ADI Auxiliary Publications Project, Photoduplication Service, Library of Congress, Washington 25,D- C., and requesting Document
number 4189. Advance payment of $1.25 is required for photoprints, or $1.25 for 35 mm.
microfilm. Make checks payable to: chief, Photoduplication service, Library oI congress.
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Frc. 12. Relation between the electron density projections p(r1) (right), and
p(rz) (leIt), for the full cell of berthierite.

nearestS neighborsat distancesof about 2.5 A, as well as other S atoms
at larger distances.The Sb and S atoms thus form SbSr groups. Each
group shares two of its three S atoms with translation-equivalent groups
to form SbS2chains parallel to the c axis.
The Fe atoms are surrounded by six S atoms in approximately octahedral arrangement. These octahedra share edgesto form chains parallel
to the c axis. The Fe-S distance is about Z.S A. ttris is considerably in
excess of that found in structures where the bonds are recosnized as
covalent (pyrite, 2.26 i\, marcasite, 2.24 h). The distance is ab-outwhat
would be expectedfor ionic Fe-S bonds. Thus, the structure of berthierite
suggeststhat its chemical nature is Fe++(SbS2)2-.Curiously enough, the
Sb1 triangles share an edge with each of two neighboring Fe octahedra,
whereas the Sbrr triangles only share corners with these octahedra.
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Frc. 13. fnteratomic distances in berthierite. Shaded circles represent atoms on level -|i,
while open circles represent atoms on level -|.

Each of the four kinds of sulfur atoms in berthierite is coordinated to
three metal atoms and each such set of metals contains both Fe and Sb
atoms.
If one takes account of second small inter-atomic distances then it
becomesevident that the two kinds of Sb atoms are quite difierent. The
Sbu has no further neighbors ne-arerthan3.2 A while Sbr has two additional neighbors at about 2.9 A. This rather small distance doubtless
representsa bond, so that one can also describethe Sbr atoms as forming
irregular SbSsgroups. Two such SbS6groups, related by the inversion
center in the middle of Fig. 13, share the two second-nearestS's with
Tasrn 5. IrrrrnRerourc DrsreNcrs rN BrnrnreBrrr
Sr

Srr

Snr

Sw

Sbr

3 . s 6( 2 )

3 .63(1)

2 . s 8( 2 )

(r)
Iz.4B
(2)
\2.e3

Sbrr

2 . 4 3( r )

2 . 4 8( 2 )

Fe
Sr
Srr
Srrr
Srv

2 . 4 e( 2 )
s . 7 6( 2 )

2 . 4 s( r )
3 . 4 s( 2 )
3 . 7 6( 2 )

(2)
13.24

l t 3 . 4 (71 )
2 . 4 6( r )
3 .64(2)

2.64(2)

3 . 7 6( 2 )

3 . 6 6( 2 )
3 . 4 3( 2 )
3 .76(2)

Note: Numbers in parentheses indicate the number of distinct vectors of this length.
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each other so that a complex chain of composition SbzSacan be discerned
parallel to the , axis. An alternative description is that the two SbSz
chains, related by the inversion center in the middle of Fig. 13, can be
regarded as joined so as to form more complex chains of composition
This kind of double chain has also been discoveredin livingstonite
Sb2Sa.
(Buerger and Niizeki, 1954). The two kinds of sulfur coordination displayed by Sb11and Sbr atoms are also found in the two types of Sb
atoms of stibnite.
The Fe atom appears to have the function of cementing together the
two kinds of SbSzchains. It should be noted that the coordination of Fe
is irregular octahedral. Four of the S atoms are at distancesof about 2.46
A but two more are at distances of 2.64 A. this condition is quite real
since an attempt to regularize the distancesresulted in a much higher R
value.
The cleavageof berthierite is reported in one referenceas more or less
distinct parallel to one pinacoid, and in another referenceas rather distinct prismatic. Fig. 13 shows that a cleavage could occur parallel to
(010) without the breaking of any bonds except the 2.93 A bond from
Sbr to Sw.
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